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ABSTRACT. This paper compares two types of spiral grids from the point of view 
of their homogeneity and efficiency for CW EPR powder simulations. One grid is 
well-known in the EPR context and has a parameter-free analytical expression. The 
other grid has been defined for minimizing the potential energy of charged particles 
on the unit sphere and has an adjustable shape. The quality of EPR simulations 
produced by these spiral grids is analysed for a spin system S = 1/2, with different 
symmetry of the gyromagnetic matrix.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 CW EPR powder spectra are calculated as a sum over the spectral contribution 
of all single-crystals composing the powder sample [1]. The single-crystals’ orientations 
in the laboratory frame may be modelled using a spherical grid. The quality of EPR 
simulations depends on the orientational grid’s type and size. Higher dimensional grids 
yield better simulated spectra, but they are time expensive for powder EPR simulations. 
Therefore, the grids with good EPR behaviour even at low size are preferred.   
 Different grids have been previously used for simulation of magnetic resonance 
spectra [1-13]. This paper analyses the homogeneity characteristics and the EPR behaviour 
of two spiral-type grids. The first spiral grid (MW) was proposed by Mombourquette 
and Weil in the context of EPR simulations [7]. This grid has a Ci symmetry [10], a high 
convergence rate in simulations [1], and a high homogeneity degree [10]. The second 
spiral grid (RSZ), known as the “generalised spiral”, was proposed by Rakhmanov, 
Saff, and Zhou [14]. This grid was defined for minimizing the energy of a set of charged 
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particles on the unit sphere, which interact through the logarithmic potential 
   r=rV /1log  [14]. The shape of the RSZ grid may be adjusted by means of a parameter 

in the grid’s analytical expression. To the author’s knowledge, the RSZ grid has not 
been previously used for EPR simulations.  
 This paper is structured as follows. Next section presents theoretical details 
about the two spiral grids and about CW EPR powder simulations. The grids’ 
homogeneity degree and their EPR efficiency are compared in the Results and 
discussion section. The final section summarizes current work.  
 
THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 

1. The MW spiral grid  

 The MW grid (Fig. 1 f) consists in a single spiral which connects the poles 
of the unit sphere or an equator point and a pole [7]. At its proposal, the MW grid 
was generated with an optimization procedure, which ensured that the 
consecutive grid points on the spiral were equally-spaced [7]. Later, the grid was 
generated analytically and has the following expressions in spherical coordinates, 
on the full unit sphere [1,10]: 

   ,h∆=,h=θ kkkk arcsinarccos     (1) 

  1.01,
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Unlike the RSZ spiral grid, the MW grid has a fixed shape, at a given grid size N.  

 

Fig. 1. The upper hemisphere of the MW spiral grid (f) and of the RSZ spiral grids  
with the following parameter C: (a) 1.2, (b) 1.6, (c) 2.6, (d) 3.4, and (e) 4.6.  

All grids have 578 points on the full unit sphere. 
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2. The RSZ spiral grid  

 The RSZ spiral grid in spherical coordinates is [14] 

    ,Nk,
N
k=h,h=θ kkk 

 11
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where N is the grid size, C is a parameter, and mod stands for the modulo operation. The 
best packing of the grid points on the unit sphere (the Tammes problem) was obtained 
with the parameter value   3.8093/8

2/1
π=C  [15,16]. In the energy minimization 

context, however, the optimal value C = 3.6 was obtained by experimentation [14,16]. In 
this paper, the C parameter is varied between 1.0 and 4.8 with step 0.2, to obtain 
different RSZ grids for EPR simulations (Fig. 1 a-e).  
 The Voronoi diagrams of the spiral grids presented in Fig. 1 have been computed 
with the STRIPACK package (R.J. Renka) [17], in the implementation available at [18].  
 

3. CW EPR powder simulations 

 CW EPR powder spectra for the spiral grids are compared for a spin system 
S = 1/2, characterised by electron Zeeman interaction with the static magnetic 
field. For this spin system, the simulated powder spectra have the following 
analytical form [19]: 
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where  kkk ,θ=Ω   is the orientation of the static magnetic field in the molecular 
frame of the gyromagnetic matrix g, kI  is the linear spectral intensity at orientation 

kΩ ,   Γ,ΩBBF k0  is the line shape absorption function, centred at the resonance 
magnetic field 0B  and having the peak-to-peak line width Γ  in the first derivative, kw  
is the weighting factor, CB is a constant,  kΩg  is the effective gyromagnetic value, and 

 kΩg 2
1  is [19]: 
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 (4)  

with gx, gy, and gz the principal values of the g matrix.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. The spiral grids’ homogeneity 

 The weighting factor kw  in the CW EPR powder spectrum (formula 3) may be 
approximated with the area of the Voronoi cell corresponding to the kth  grid point. 
Therefore, the relative standard deviation of the m distribution of the Voronoi cells’ 
areas kA , for Nk 1 , has been chosen for comparing the grids’ homogeneity [10]:  
 

 
Fig. 2. Dependence of the σr homogeneity metric on the RSZ grid’s parameter C,  

for different grid sizes N. 
 

Table 1. The rσ  homogeneity metric for the RSZ (C = 2.6 and C = 3.4)  
and MW spiral grids, at different grid sizes N  

N  rσ  (RSZ, C = 2.6)  rσ  (RSZ, C = 3.4)   rσ  (MW) 
258 0.016 0.028 0.030 
578 0.011 0.020 0.020 
786 0.009 0.017 0.017 

1026 0.008 0.015 0.015 
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Table 2. Principal values of the g matrix used in EPR simulations. The symmetry of the g 
matrix (I - isotropic, A - axial, R - rhombic) is indicated in parenthesis in each case.  

No. gx, gy, gz No. gx, gy, gz No. gx, gy, gz 

1 2.0, 2.0, 2.0 (I) 10 2.1, 2.0, 2.0 (A) 19 2.2, 2.0, 2.0 (A) 
2 2.0, 2.0, 2.1 (A) 11 2.1, 2.0, 2.1 (A) 20 2.2, 2.0, 2.1 (R) 
3 2.0, 2.0, 2.2 (A) 12 2.1, 2.0, 2.2 (R) 21 2.2, 2.0, 2.2 (A) 
4 2.0, 2.1, 2.0 (A) 13 2.1, 2.1, 2.0 (A) 22 2.2, 2.1, 2.0 (R) 
5 2.0, 2.1, 2.1 (A) 14 2.1, 2.1, 2.1 (I) 23 2.2, 2.1, 2.1 (A) 
6 2.0, 2.1, 2.2 (R) 15 2.1, 2.1, 2.2 (A) 24 2.2, 2.1, 2.2 (A) 
7 2.0, 2.2, 2.0 (A) 16 2.1, 2.2, 2.0 (R) 25 2.2, 2.2, 2.0 (A) 
8 2.0, 2.2, 2.1 (R) 17 2.1, 2.2, 2.1 (A) 26 2.2, 2.2, 2.1 (A) 
9 2.0, 2.2, 2.2 (A) 18 2.1, 2.2, 2.2 (A) 27 2.2, 2.2, 2.2 (I) 

 
The grids with smaller rσ  values are more homogeneous [10]. In case of RSZ 

spiral grids, the rσ  homogeneity metric presents a minimum when the grids’ parameter 
C is about 2.6 (Fig. 2). At the same grid size, the RSZ grid has similar homogeneity with 
the MW grid when its parameter is C ≈ 3.4 (Table 1). This C value is close to the 3.6 
value determined from energy minimization considerations [16].  
 

2. Simulated CW EPR powder spectra 

 Simulated spectra for the spiral grids with 578 points on the full unit sphere are 
compared with those of the MW grid with 9606 points, chosen as reference. The spin 
system considered is S = 1/2 and its g matrix is isotropic, axial, or rhombic (Table 2). The 
axial g matrices used in simulations have the x, y, or z orthogonal axis. The spiral grids 
given in formulas (1) and (2) are built around the z axis of the reference system. This z 
axis will be called in the following the main axis of the spiral grids.  
 Four simulation cases, two for axial and two for rhombic g matrices (Fig. 3), 
are discussed in the following. In Fig. 4 are given difference spectra obtained by 
subtracting the reference spectra,  BS0  (Fig. 3 g), from the spiral grids’ spectra, 
 BS  (Fig. 3 a-f):  

      M,j,BSBS=Bd jjj  10     (6) 

where jB  are the equally-spaced magnetic fields at which the spectral intensity 
has been calculated. In the four simulation cases considered, the RSZ grid with C = 
1.6 generates low-noise simulated spectra (Fig. 3 b), but there is a residual 
contribution along the gz direction in its difference spectra (Fig. 4 b).  
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Fig. 3. Simulated CW EPR powder spectra (a-e) for the RSZ spiral grids with 578 points and 
the following C parameter: (a) 1.2, (b) 1.6, (c) 2.6, (d) 3.4, and (e) 4.6, (f) for the MW spiral 
grid with 578 points, and (g) for the reference MW grid with 9606 points. Principal values 

of the g matrix, gx, gy, and gz, are indicated above each figure. Simulation parameters: 
microwave frequency  = 9.5 GHz, full width at half maximum of the Gaussian  

line shape of 3 mT. 
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Fig. 4. Difference between the simulated spectra of the spiral grids with 578 points  

(Fig. 3 a-f) and the corresponding simulated spectra of the MW grid with 9606 points  
(Fig. 3 g), for the same g matrix. 

 
i. gx = gy = 2.0, gz = 2.2: For all values of the C parameter, the RSZ grids generate low-

noise simulated spectra. The MW spiral grid (Fig. 3 f) and the RSZ grids with C = 3.4 
and C = 4.6 (Fig. 3 d,e) have nearly the same simulated spectra as the reference grid 
(Fig. 3 g). This behaviour may be explained by two reasons: (1) the RSZ grids’ high 
homogeneity degree (small rσ  values) for the two C values (Fig. 2) and (2) the 
coincidence between the RSZ grids’ main axis and the g matrix axial axis.  

ii. gx = 2.0, gy = gz = 2.2: In this axial case, the grids’ main axis (z) and the g matrix 
axial axis (x) do not coincide. The RSZ grids with C = 1.6, 2.6, and 3.4 (Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4 b-d) have close EPR behaviour to the reference grid. One reason may be 
the high homogeneity degree of these RSZ grids (Fig. 2). However, the RSZ grid 
with C = 4.6 and the MW grid with 578 points are also homogeneous, but their 
simulated spectra (Fig. 3 e,f) are quite noisy.  
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iii. gx = 2.0, gy = 2.1, gz = 2.2: For this rhombic case, the RSZ grid with C = 3.4 (Fig. 3 d) 
and the MW grid (Fig. 3 f) are the closest in EPR simulations to the reference grid 
(Fig. 3 g). The RSZ grid with C = 1.2 generates a very noisy EPR spectrum (Fig. 3 a) 
and it also has a low homogeneity degree (Fig. 2). 

iv. gx = 2.0, gy = 2.2, gz = 2.1: The spiral grids’ difference spectra with respect to the 
reference spectrum (Fig. 4) resemble those from case (ii) discussed above. 
However, now the residual contribution in difference spectra is higher for the 
MW grid (Fig. 4 f) and for the RSZ grids with C = 3.4 and C = 4.6 (Fig. 4 d,e) than 
in the (ii) case. The ordering relation gy > gz may be a possible reason.   

As has been emphasised in reference [1], the MW spiral grid is more efficient 
in EPR simulations when its principal axes coincide with those of the dominant anisotropic 
interaction of the spin system. This is also true for the RSZ grids. If an RSZ grid built 
around the z axis of the reference system yields a noisy simulated EPR spectrum, 
then the grid built around the x or y axes may enhance the spectrum’s quality. For 
example, the axial cases (9) and (25) in Table 2 have the same principal values of  the 

 

Fig. 5. The RMSD metric for the set of g-cases given in Table 2. The first five figures belong 
to the RSZ grids, with indicated C parameter, and the last figure belongs to the MW grid.  
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g matrix, but the gx and gz values are swapped. If the RSZ grid with C = 3.4 is built 
around the z axis, then the simulated spectrum in case (9) is noisy and that in case (25) 
is noise-free. Thus, using in case (9) an RSZ grid with the main axis x will produce a 
noise-free spectrum. A similar situation occurs in cases (8) (noisy) and (22) (noise-
free), for the same RSZ grid with C = 3.4 and the main axis z.  
  The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) was calculated between the simulated 
spectra of the spiral grids (578 points) and the corresponding simulated spectra of 
the reference MW grid (9606 points), for the g-cases given in Table 2. According to the 
RMSD metric, the simulated spectra for the RSZ grid with C = 1.2 differ the most 
from those of the reference grid in the rhombic g-cases (6), (12), (16), and (22), and in 
the axial g-cases (7), (9), (19), and (21) (Fig. 5, Table 2). For the RSZ grids with C = 1.6 and 
C = 2.6, RMSD is relatively small for all g-cases. The RSZ grids with C = 3.4 and C = 4.6 
differ the most from the reference grid in the following g-cases: (7), (8), and (9), with 
maximal gy value, and (19), (20), and (21), with maximal gx value. The MW grid and the 
RSZ grid with C = 3.4 have close EPR behaviour for all g matrices considered.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 This paper has compared the homogeneity degree and the behaviour in CW 
EPR powder simulations of two spiral-type grids: the grid proposed by Mombourquette 
and Weil (MW) and that proposed by Rakhmanov, Saff, and Zhou (RSZ). The RSZ spiral 
grid was generated in different variants, by means of an adjustable parameter C 
appearing in its analytical expression. The RSZ grid with C = 3.4 has similar characteristics 
with the MW grid; the RSZ grid with C = 2.6 is the most homogeneous concerning the 
distribution of its Voronoi cells’ area; and the grids with C = 1.6, 2.6, and 3.4 generate 
relatively low-noise CW EPR powder spectra, for different symmetries of the gyromagnetic 
matrix.  
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